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Value-Added Reseller Industry
Product Supply, Pricing Power Drive M&A Activity

KEY INDUSTRY TAKEAWAYS
Capstone Partners’ Business Services Group is pleased to share its Value-Added Reseller report. Through our
ongoing analysis of economic impacts, end market demand, and supply chain health we have outlined a few
key takeaways below, followed by an in-depth overview of the merger and acquisition (M&A) market, leading
buyers, and top performing public players.
1.

The rise in demand for industrial and construction services amid economic recovery has benefited
value-added resellers serving these end markets, bolstering industry revenue growth.

2.

Clear winners have cornered the market with product procurement and vendor managed inventory
services, reestablishing themselves as reliable distributors despite product shortages.

3.

M&A volume has set a year-to-date (YTD) record, outpacing 2020 full year levels by 47% year-overyear (YOY) as leading strategic buyers returned to the M&A market.

4. Private equity (PE) has focused on incorporating value-added services into portfolio companies
through add-on acquisitions, namely vendor managed inventory and technical services.
5. Public companies have shifted priority to manage inventory levels and standardize procurement
processes to limit fill-in buys, resulting in quarterly revenue gains.
6. Supply chain issues are still a major challenge for many distributors as procurement has become a
differentiating factor.
Capstone Partners has developed a full suite of corporate finance solutions, including M&A advisory, debt
advisory, financial advisory, and equity capital financing to help privately owned businesses and private equity
firms through each stage of the company’s lifecycle, ranging from growth to an ultimate exit transaction.
To learn more about Capstone’s wide range of advisory services and Value-Added Reseller industry expertise,
please contact Capstone’s Head of Investment Banking Todd McMahon.
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ONGOING ECONOMIC RECOVERY STIMULATES REVENUE GROWTH
The
Value-Added
Reseller
industry
has
experienced a surge in demand, with revenue gains
forecasted through 2026 despite current global
supply chain disruptions. Due to value-added
resellers’ role as a supply chain intermediary
between manufacturers and end users, industry
performance is reliant on end market demand. As
industrial and commercial activities generally
follow greater macroeconomic patterns, resellers
carrying electrical components, fasteners, and
other related parts have historically experienced
heightened demand during periods of economic
growth. The 2% increase in U.S. gross domestic
product (GDP) in Q3, following the 6.7% Q2
increase, reflects the ongoing recovery of the
national economy and indicates the need for
further efficiencies generated by value-added
resellers in the Industrial and Construction
industries to optimize distribution channels,
according to the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis.1
Throughout the pandemic, the demand for such
components has greatly outpaced the supply,
resulting in elevated pricing from resellers and
substantial revenue gains across the industry. In
2021, the U.S. Electrical Equipment & Component
Wholesaling market generated $177.2 billion in
revenue and is forecasted to expand at a 2.6%

compound annual growth rate (CAGR) to reach
$201.5 billion by 2026, according to IBISWorld.2 In
comparison to the past five years, the present
CAGR projection has outpaced the previous period
by 2.3%. Although industry growth was initially
capped by supply chain woes and long lead times,
the rapid adoption of vendor managed inventory
services solidified value-added resellers’ place in
the supply chain through the provision of product
procurement, supply base rationalizations, and
price review mechanisms. By employing valueadded resellers, manufacturers harness benefits
such as demand visibility and efficient routes to
market and customers gain the ability to track and
alter orders, consolidate component vendors, and
effectively budget projects.
Moreover, to meet the rising demand, 2021 to-date
has been marked by record M&A activity from
industry participants seeking to expand supplier
and distribution networks, geographic footprints,
and labor forces. As the availability of components
and parts continues to linger behind due to supply
chain complications, Capstone expects resellers
with product procurement and vendor managed
inventory services to be optimal acquisition
targets for strategic buyers and private equity
groups looking to bolster portfolio companies.

U.S. Electrical Wholesale Market Revenue Projections Outperform Prior Period

The U.S. Electrical Wholesale market is forecasted to experience heightened revenue gains through 2026, outpacing
the growth rate over the past five years as resellers serving high-demand sectors have replenished inventory levels
and enhanced online distribution channels.
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CLEAR WINNERS CORNER THE MARKET WITH PRODUCT PROCUREMENT

63.9%

OF BUSINESS OWNERS NOTE INABILITY TO SOURCE PRODUCT AS BEING A MAJOR
CHALLENGE TO RECOVER

Product procurement is increasingly becoming both a skill and a challenge as industry participants struggle
with having sufficient product availability to meet demand. In Q2 2021, the foremost challenge business
owners across all industries faced was supply chain disruptions (32.1% of surveyed respondents), with 80.3%
of owners pointing to materials availability as the leading issue, according to Capstone’s Middle Market
Business Owners Survey. As a result, 63.9% identified a greater product supply to be the most critical success
factor in the recovery of their business. Product shortages have spanned across all categories of goods
including electrical components, fasteners, and other related parts, with the Industrial and Building Products &
Construction Services sectors driving demand for value-added resellers carrying these products. At the
onset of the pandemic, opportunistic sourcing and fill-in buys accelerated as resellers purchased any
available components, regardless of quantity. This method, proving neither efficient nor cost-effective,
damaged profit margins and forced resellers to adopt a more innovative and efficient procurement process.
The key levers in this process included supply base rationalization, engaging with the appropriate type and
number of suppliers; vendor managed inventory, adopting services related to inventory usage, replenishment,
and budgeting; and price review mechanisms, utilizing a set system to quantify a current and fair
price-per-unit.
Large public players, such as Fastenal (Nadaq:FAST), have dominated the industry through the prioritization of
vendor managed inventory services, leveraging healthy balance sheets to standardize procurement
processes and limit the number of fill-in buys (see page 10 for more details). However, private businesses
have also been able to carve out a piece of the market by developing tools to enhance visibility and shipment
tracking, evidenced by Industrial Electric Wire & Cable’s (IEWC) expansion into 96 countries through 25
distribution centers.3 IEWC’s recent growth has been attributed to its value-added services including its
automated inventory replenishment program, a web-based wire, cable, and wire management product
purchasing tool, providing suppliers with greater demand visibility and enabling clients to track and adjust
orders based on available inventory.

Product Shortages Drive Value-Added Reseller Procurement Services

Eighty percent of business owners in Capstone’s Middle Market Business Owners Survey reported materials
availability as their leading supply chain challenge and noted that greater product supply would aid in the recovery of
their business. Value-added resellers with product procurement services are well-positioned to capture heightened
demand by serving end-markets suffering from low inventory levels.
Materials Availability Stands as Most Pressing
Supply Chain Challenge

Percent of Respondents
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A Greater Product Supply Proves to be the Most
Useful Aid in Business Recovery
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Source: Capstone Partners’ Q2 2021 Middle Market Business Owners Survey
Sample Size (N): 122
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LEADING STRATEGIC BUYERS RETURN TO M&A MARKET

Heightened industry consolidation was led by
strategic buyers, which accounted for 69.1% of
transactions in 2021 to-date. Strategics have
historically comprised the majority of deals in the
sector, and leading players have increasingly
returned to the M&A market in 2021 after a hiatus
of ~12 months. During that period, industry
participants focused on internal financial stability,
inventory management, and business model shifts
to further enhance online product catalogs. Armed
with improved digital capabilities, buyers such as
Rexel (ENXTPA:RXL) and Graybar reinstated
acquisition strategies as a means of bolstering
their network of electrical component suppliers
and product availability (see the following page for
transaction details).
PE add-on transactions, comprising 23.5% of deals
to-date, have namely targeted value-added
services such as vendor managed inventory and
product procurement to offset the product
shortages experienced by reseller portfolio
companies. Center Rock Capital Partners-backed
Linc Systems demonstrated this with the
acquisition of Air-O-Fasteners, a distributor of
fasteners and fastening equipment (September,
undisclosed).
Air-O-Fasteners’
inventory
management and technical services complements
Linc’s distribution platform, enhancing both the
front-end and back-end of the business.

Value-Added Reseller M&A Volume Sets
Record High in 2021 To-Date
100

Number of Transactions

M&A activity in the Value-Added Reseller industry
has reached a record high in 2021 to-date, with 68
deals announced or completed, outpacing 2020
full year levels by 47%. In comparison, the broader
Middle Market Business Services industry only
experienced an 8% YOY increase in transaction
volume as of Q2 2021, according to Capstone’s
Capital Markets Update. Although there are few
disclosed transactions, the Value-Added Reseller
industry has also outperformed in terms of target
valuation, with a ~3 year average EBITDA purchase
multiple of 15.4x, compared to 8.1x in the greater
Business Services industry.
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Note: Year-to-date (YTD) ended October 26
Source: Capital IQ, PitchBook, FactSet, and Capstone Research

Todd McMahon, Head of Investment Banking
“The second half of 2021 has generated some of the most robust deal making activity we have
ever seen. Driven by an abundance of low-cost capital and strong public equity markets, we
expect this environment to continue in the near term. Longer term trends however are that
much harder to read as inflationary pressures and COVID-19 related issues remain causes
for concern.”
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NOTABLE TRANSACTIONS

To Acquire

In October, Rexel (ENXTPA:RXL) announced the acquisition of Mayer Electric Supply for an
enterprise value of $456 million, equivalent to ~13x LTM EBITDA. Mayer, a major U.S.
distributor of electrical products and services, operates 68 branches in 12 states with a
strong presence in Alabama, Florida, Georgia, and Pennsylvania, according to a press
release.4 The acquisition strengthens Rexel’s position as a market leader in the East Coast
region, a key driver of growth in the industry given the fragmented U.S. market. In addition,
the transaction will extend and reinforce Rexel’s relations with electrical component
suppliers throughout the U.S., contributing to its product availability.
“The acquisition of Mayer will allow Rexel to expand its footprint in North America, the
biggest market in the world for electric supplies and a key pillar of our strategy. The two
companies’ strengths in the regions where Mayer operates are very complementary and
should allow for a smooth integration,” said Guillaume Texier, CEO of Rexel, in the press
release. The transaction remains subject to U.S. antitrust approval and is expected to close
before 2022.

Acquires

Graybar Canada, a subsidiary of Graybar Electric Company, acquired Electro-Mag in
October. Terms of the transaction were not disclosed. Electro-Mag operates as a
specialized distributor in Quebec province with a focus on automation, sensors, and
electrical products such as connectors, sockets, flow sensors, fuses, circuit breakers,
switches, and industrial controls. The company also provides cable management as a
value-added service, which includes the inspection and repair of industrial cables to
minimize production shutdowns.
Through its network of 30 branches nationwide, Graybar Canada stocks and distributes
electrical products from more than 2,000 manufacturers, according to a press release.5
The cornerstone of the acquisition is based on the companies’ shared initiative to be an
integral part of Canada’s electrical supply chain, supplying the products and components
necessary to maintain its industrial infrastructure. The transaction expands Graybar’s
distribution footprint in Quebec and bolsters its wire and cable services, which provide
consulting on the various applications and designs of specialty cable. Although ElectroMag continues to operate under the same name with the same leadership team, Graybar
has gained access to the company’s service teams and suppliers.

Acquires

Martin Fastening Solutions acquired Capital Bolt & Screw (CB&S) in September for an
undisclosed sum. Tennessee-based Martin manufactures fasteners and other Class C
components geared toward original equipment manufacturers (OEMs). Founded in 1963,
CB&S began as a privately-held distributor of fasteners. Since purchasing the company in
1981, Jerry Gibson, president of CB&S, has grown the business into an OEM fastening
distributor with value-added offerings including vender managed inventory and thirdparty logistics services, according to a press release.6 By adding CB&S to its portfolio,
Martin has enhanced the distribution of its engineered products, kit assembly services,
and supply chain visibility.
“The next step in our evolution has been to look for the right distributor to join our current
business and help us expand our OEM fastener footprint and customer base. I knew CB&S
was a great fit from the start. Their core values and ours line up seamlessly. We cannot be
happier to have the entire CB&S Team become part of the Martin Team and to offer our
complete portfolio of products and services to their customers to help them operate
better,” said Douglas Ruggles, co-owner of Martin, in the press release.
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SELECT TRANSACTIONS
Enterprise
Value (mm)

EV / LTM
Revenue EBITDA

Date

Target

Acquirer

Target Business Description

10/08/21

BMG Metals

Triple-S Steel
Holdings

Distributes cable and hose reels, fasteners, clamps,
straps, pipes, valves, and fittings.

-

-

-

10/07/21

Cook Fasteners

Richelieu Hardware
(TSX:RCH)

Wholesales and distributes stainless steel and nonferrous fasteners and metric fasteners.

-

-

-

10/06/21

Mayer Electric
Supply

Rexel (ENXTPA:RXL)

Distributes electrical components and equipment and
automation and control systems.

$456.0

0.4x

~13.0x

10/01/21

Electro-Mag

Graybar Canada

Operates as a specialized distributor of automation,
sensing, and electrical components.

-

-

-

09/21/21

Air-O Fasteners

LINC Systems

Distributes fastening equipment serving a broad range
of industrial end markets.

-

-

-

09/15/21

CES Industrial
Piping Supply

Core & Main
(NYSE:CNM)

Resells high-density polyethylene pipes, fittings, and
fusion machines.

-

-

-

09/15/21

Huntington Hose &
Hydraulics

Air Hydro Power

Distributes couplings, gauges, valves, metal hose, and
hydraulic pumps.

-

-

-

09/13/21

Genesis Systems

FloWorks
International

Wholesales and distributes control valve, regulator, and
valve automation products and components.

-

-

-

09/08/21

Component
Solutions Group

Bufab
(STO:BUFAB)

Distributes fasteners and related components.

$36.0

1.2x

-

09/07/21

Capital Bolt
& Screw

Martin Fastening
Solutions

Engages in the distribution of fasteners.

-

-

-

09/01/21

Advanced Controls
& Distribution

Connect-Air
International

Distributes industrial electrical supplies.

-

-

-

09/01/21

Falcon Fastening
Solutions

Trifast (LSE:TRI)

Provides industrial fastener distribution and vendor
managed inventory (VMI) services.

$8.3

-

6.5x

09/01/21

Instrument
Associates

Motion & Control
Enterprises

Distributes instrumentation and process control
products including fasteners, hoses, and gauges.

-

-

-

08/31/21

Northeast Controls

New England
Controls

Wholesales and distributes industrial automation, valves,
measurement, flow, and process control components.

-

-

-

08/10/21

Caniff Electric
Supply Co

McNaughton-McKay Distributes electrical components for the Commercial
Electric
and Industrial Electrical industries.

-

-

-

08/04/21

Merfish United

Reliance Steel &
Engages in the distribution of steel pipe, copper tubing,
Aluminum (NYSE:RS) plastic pipe, electrical conduit, valves, and fittings.

-

-

-

08/03/21

Mcloughlan Supplies

Guillevin
International

Operates as an electrical product and
component distributor.

-

-

-

07/22/21

Springfield Electric
Supply

Sonepar

Distributes electrical equipment, components, parts,
and materials.

-

-

-

07/21/21

Reliance Supply

BlackHawk Industrial
Operates as an industrial fastener distributor.
Distribution

-

-

-

06/24/21

Mid-Coast Electric
Supply

The Reynolds

Distributes electrical products and components.

-

-

-

06/14/21

SJH Holdings

ASC Engineered
Solutions

Wholesales and distributes brass nipples, pipes, fittings,
and syphons in the U.S.

-

-

-

06/07/21

Marks Supply

Munch's Supply

Engages in the distribution of pipe, valves, fittings, and
hydronics products.

-

-

-

06/03/21

Uscan Industrial
Fasteners

Richelieu Hardware
(TSX:RCH)

Distributes screws, bolts, industrial fasteners, and other
related products.

-

-

-

Source: Capital IQ, PitchBook, FactSet, and Capstone Research
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CAPSTONE CASE STUDY: NEXT-GEN SUPPLY GROUP
Capstone advised Next-Gen Supply Group (NextGen), a leading janitorial supply distributor and
manufacturer well-known for its reliable, costeffective, and value-added service offerings on its
sale to Envoy Solutions. Terms of the deal were
confidential. Envoy is a subsidiary of the publiclylisted Mexican conglomerate FEMSA (NYSE:FMX)
and operates 45 distribution centers carrying
janitorial supply, packaging solutions, and specialty
products in the U.S. and internationally.
Next-Gen was formed in 2019 through the merger
of MD Stetson Co. and Supreme Industrial
Products and created one of the largest
independent, locally owned janitorial supply
distributors on the East Coast. Stetson, a thirdgeneration company, combined its industry
expertise with Supreme’s dynamic sales group,
streamlined distribution process, and cutting-edge
product offerings to establish a leading multigenerational family business.
The acquisition of Next-Gen expands Envoy’s
footprint in the Northeast including Massachusetts
and Connecticut. In addition, Next-Gen bolsters
Envoy’s end market distribution exposure in the K12 Education, Higher Education, Building Services,
Property Management, and Regional & National
Retail industries. The transaction represents a
crucial step in FEMSA’s strategic initiative to build
a major national distribution platform in the U.S.

Next-Gen Supply Group’s Value-Added Services

Direct Chemical
Manufacturing

Staff Analysis

Staff Training

Vendor Managed
Inventory

Equipment Repair

Cleaning Services
Source: Next-Gen Supply Group
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FASTENAL REPORTS REVENUE, MARGIN GAINS DESPITE SITE CLOSINGS
Ticker: Nasdaq:FAST
Headquarters: Winona, Minnesota
Markets: Wholesale Fastener Distribution
LTM Revenue: $5.8 Billion
Market Capitalization: $32.3 Billion

Fastenal’s Share Price Outperforms
Pre-Pandemic Levels

Company Description
$100

$80

U.S. Dollars

Fastenal has showcased the resilience of its
omnichannel business model throughout 2021,
reporting a Q3 revenue increase of 10% YOY
despite closing 63 traditional branches and 23
onsite vending locations, according to its Q3 2021
investor presentation.7 As product and shipping
cost inflation remained high, Fastenal was able to
mitigate the impact on their financials by retaining
their supply of fasteners and related components
in distribution centers rather than disperse muchneeded inventory to onsite locations. As a result,
the company’s daily e-commerce sales rose 43.4%
YOY in Q3, with digital channels accounting for
43.7% of total revenues in the past nine-month
period ($4.5 billion). Looking ahead to Q4 and 2022,
Fastenal will continue to prioritize inventory
management to offset cyclical sales. “While the
supply chain remains elongated, we do expect an
inflow of imported products in the fourth quarter of
2021, and the first quarter of 2022, which should
sustain our high product availability and reduce the
impact of fill-in buys,” stated Holden Lewis, CFO at
Fastenal, during the Q3 earnings call.8

• A managed inventory program to monitor usage
patterns and upcoming production needs to
anticipate product demand, minimizing supply
chain interruptions.

$40

$0
Oct-19

Oct-20

Oct-21

Source: Capital IQ as of October 26, 2021

Fastenal’s Gross Profit Remains Steady
Throughout COVID-19

Fastenal offers a variety of value-added services
for clients and partners including:

100%

Gross Profit Margin

• Consulting services on original equipment
manufacturer (OEM) support, productivity and
total cost of ownership, and government
fulfillment opportunities.

$56.15

$60

$20

Value-Added Services

• Global supply chain solutions such as vending,
bin stock, and integrated supply services.

March 11: World Health
Organization declares
COVID-19 a pandemic

75%
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47.2%

45.3%

46.3%

Q3 '19

Q3 '20

Q3 '21

25%
0%
Source: Fastenal
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WESCO REAPS LONG-TERM BENEFITS OF ANIXTER ACQUISITION
Ticker: NYSE:WCC
Headquarters: Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Markets: Value-Added Distribution
LTM Revenue: $16.9 Billion
Market Capitalization: $6.3 Billion

Company Description

Wesco’s Q2 2021 Revenue by Segment

Wesco provides business-to-business (B2B) valueadded distribution services in the U.S., Canada, and
internationally. The company operates in three
segments: Electrical, Communications & Security,
and Utility & Broadband. Wesco’s Electrical
segment focuses on the distribution of supplies
and components such as wires, cables, pipes,
valves, fittings, fasteners, and cutting tools. In Q2
2021, Wesco’s electrical distribution business
comprised the lion’s share of total quarterly
revenue ($1.9 billion), increasing 34% YOY as
backlogged orders reached a record high,
according to its Q2 investors presentation.9
In June 2020, Wesco completed its acquisition of
Anixter International for an enterprise value of $5
billion, equivalent to 9.3x last-twelve-month (LTM)
EBITDA. The acquisition marks the largest valueadded reseller M&A transaction, with both
companies distributing electrical and electrical
control components worldwide. The synergies of
which are still coming to fruition, with Wesco
projecting the total cost synergies of the
transaction to reach $300 million by 2023. The
consortium has already realized $117 million in
cumulative cost synergies in Q2 2021.

The following value-added services have directly
contributed to Wesco’s 24% YOY sales increase:
• eBusiness solutions to streamline distribution
processes and transaction documents.
• Production support services such as product
assembly, sourcing, labeling, and kitting.
• Supply chain optimization and integration
services, including the recovery of lost assets
and storeroom and vendor management.

Utility & Broadband
(+13% YOY)

33%

Communications & Security
(+22% YOY)

41%

Electrical (+34% YOY)

Source: Wesco

Wesco’s Cost Synergies from Anixter
Acquisition to Grow Exponentially
Realized

To Be Realized (Cumulative)

$500
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Value-Added Services

26%
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$183

$93

$117

$117
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2021

2022

2023
Source: Wesco
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VALUE-ADDED RESELLER PUBLIC COMPANY INDEX
Price

% 52 Wk

Market

Enterprise

10/26/21

High

Cap

Value

Revenue

EBITDA

Margin

$101.93

95.2%

$3,927.6

$4,573.0

$3,235.9

$359.4

11.1%

1.4x

12.7x

$120.40

96.5%

$8,647.0

$10,703.9

$32,634.0

$1,506.3

4.6%

0.3x

7.1x

$38.08

83.8%

$3,788.2

$5,101.1

$19,534.7

$605.9

3.1%

0.3x

8.4x

DXP Enterprises, Inc.

$33.21

92.3%

$637.9

$934.2

$984.0

$64.3

6.5%

0.9x

14.5x

Electrocomponents plc

$15.15

96.9%

$7,133.0

$7,302.6

$2,759.0

$287.9

10.4%

2.6x

25.4x

Fastenal Company

$56.15

99.2%

$32,295.4

$32,663.2

$5,837.0

$1,492.9

25.6%

NM

21.9x

Rexel S.A.

$20.14

93.9%

$6,142.3

$9,113.4

$16,130.8

$1,111.0

6.9%

0.6x

8.2x

WESCO International, Inc.

$128.06

99.2%

$6,450.9

$11,217.5

$16,907.9

$971.7

5.7%

0.7x

11.5x

W.W. Grainger, Inc.

$435.83

90.8%

$22,695.6

$24,796.6

$12,250.0

$1,666.0

13.6%

2.0x

14.9x

Mean

9.7%

1.1x

13.8x

Median

6.9%

0.8x

12.7x

Harmonic Mean

6.9%

0.6x

11.7x

Company
Applied Industrial Technologies, Inc
Arrow Electronics, Inc.
Avnet, Inc.

EV = enterprise value; LTM = last twelve months
$ in millions, except per share data
NM = Not Meaningful

LTM

EV / LTM
Revenue

EBITDA

Source: Capital IQ as of October 26, 2021

Capstone’s Value-Added Reseller Index Remains On Pace with S&P 500
Capstone Value-Added Reseller Index

S&P 500

Dow Jones Industrial Average

60%

Total Percentage Return

40%

March 11: World Health
Organization declares
COVID-19 a pandemic

+27.4%
+18.5%

20%

+16.8%

0%

-20%

-40%

-60%
Jan-20 Mar-20 May-20 Jul-20

Sep-20 Nov-20

Jan-21

Mar-21

May-21

Jul-21

Sep-21

Source: Capital IQ as of October 26, 2021
Index Includes: AIT, ARW, AVT, DXPE, ECM, FAST, RXL, WCC, GWW
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BUYER UNIVERSE
Capstone has built relationships with and tracked buyers that have been highly acquisitive in the Value-Added
Reseller industry, particularly those that have completed notable M&A transactions. Our industry expertise and
network provides us with unique insights into this buyer universe and industry and growth drivers for the
companies within it.

Leading Strategic Buyers

Leading Financial Buyers

Source: Capstone Research
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2021

2020

2020

2020

2020

INVESTMENT BANKING
FIRM OF THE YEAR

INVESTMENT BANKING
FIRM OF THE YEAR

MID-MARKET
INVESTMENT BANKING
FIRM OF THE YEAR

MIDDLE MARKET
INVESTMENT BANK
OF THE YEAR

CORPORATE
RESTRUCTURING
FIRM OF THE YEAR
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FIRM TRACK RECORD
Capstone has represented numerous companies in the Value-Added Reseller industry. Sample recent
engagements include the following:

HAS BEEN ACQUIRED BY

HAS BEEN ACQUIRED BY

HAS ACQUIRED CERTAIN
ASSETS OF

a subsidiary of

HAS RECAPITALIZED
WITH

HAS BEEN ACQUIRED BY

HAS BEEN ACQUIRED BY

HAS SOLD CERTAIN
ASSETS TO

HAS BEEN ACQUIRED BY

HAS BEEN ACQUIRED BY

HAS BEEN ACQUIRED BY

HAS BEEN ACQUIRED BY

HAS RECAPITALIZED
WITH

HAS BEEN ACQUIRED BY

HAS BEEN ACQUIRED BY

HAS BEEN ACQUIRED BY
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Common Goals. Uncommon Results.
Disclosure
This report is a periodic compilation of certain economic and corporate information, as well as completed and announced merger and
acquisition activity. Information contained in this report should not be construed as a recommendation to sell or buy any security. Any
reference to or omission of any reference to any company in this report should not be construed as a recommendation to buy, sell or
take any other action with respect to any security of any such company. We are not soliciting any action with respect to any security
or company based on this report. The report is published solely for the general information of clients and friends of Capstone
Partners. It does not take into account the particular investment objectives, financial situation or needs of individual recipients.
Certain transactions, including those involving early-stage companies, give rise to substantial risk and are not suitable for all investors.
This report is based upon information that we consider reliable, but we do not represent that it is accurate or complete, and it should not
be relied upon as such. Prediction of future events is inherently subject to both known and unknown risks and other factors that may
cause actual results to vary materially. We are under no obligation to update the information contained in this report. Opinions
expressed are our present opinions only and are subject to change without notice. Additional information is available upon request.
The companies mentioned in this report may be clients of Capstone Partners. The decisions to include any company in this report is
unrelated in all respects to any service that Capstone Partners may provide to such company. This report may not be copied or
reproduced in any form or redistributed without the prior written consent of Capstone Partners. The information contained herein should
not be construed as legal advice.
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Market Presence
With a long-established U.S. footprint, together with an international partner
platform, we provide clients with broad expertise and access to key market
relationships on a global basis. Our presence is backed by ~200 professionals in the
U.S. with 450+ professionals across 43 countries.

218

$12.5B

30%

M&A transactions
completed in 2020

aggregate
transaction value

of our deals
are crossborder

6th
globally ranked for
deals under $500m

$65.1M

51

65%

average
transaction
value

deals involving foreign
private equity firms

completed with a
European partner

International

United States
170+ professionals
12 offices

450+ professionals
60+ offices in 43 countries
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Diego · Tampa
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Europe: Belgium · Bosnia & Herzegovina · Croatia · Czech Republic · Finland · France · Germany ·
Hungary · Ireland
Italy · Netherlands · Poland · Portugal · Russia · Serbia · Slovakia · Slovenia · Spain · Sweden ·
United Kingdom

capstonepartners.com

